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Abstract: Project-based learning (PBL) enables learners to carry out challenging and authentic projects through investigations. However, PBL is difficult to implement successfully because learners often lack the self-regulation skills required to monitor, reflect, manage and assess their project activities and learning. Furthermore, most learning systems rarely offer possibilities to monitor and reflect on their project and learning processes. Hence, in this paper, we propose a general architecture of project-based learning management system. It enhances learners’ reflective processes by supporting them in creating customisable indicators by exploring their traces. We developed an implementation named DDART and conducted an experiment in order to evaluate its usability and perceived utility. We found that this system supports learners to reflect and regulate their activities and learning, even if the indicator creation could be difficult for the novices.
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1 Introduction

Project-based learning (PBL) can be defined as “a teaching method in which students gain knowledge and skills by working for an extended period of time to investigate and respond to a complex question, problem, or challenge” (Buck Institute for Education, 2014). In such educational settings, learners need to plan their learning, organise their work, implement several learning strategies and use different tools. In a recent study, English and Kitsantas (2013) show that PBL facilitates knowledge acquisition and retention, supplies learners with the opportunity to improve their skills in problem-solving, investigative activities, decision making, analysing and evaluating information, thinking critically, working cooperatively and communicating effectively. However, they also show that learners are poorly self-directed and lack of self-regulation skills required in PBL. Therefore, it is important to support self-regulation processes for learners involved in PBL activities to increase the success ratio (Chang, 2007).

Self-regulated learning (SRL) was defined by Zimmerman (1989) as ‘the degree to which learners are metacognitively, motivationally and behaviourally active participants in their own learning’. Self-regulated learners are able to set their learning goals, to plan, to conduct and then to regulate and to evaluate the learning processes independently (Narciss, Proske and Koerndle, 2007). One way to help learners to become self-regulated is to provide them with indicators on their progress, thoughts and feelings during the PBL activity (Michel, Lavoué and Pietrac, 2012). They can so reflect on their way to carry out the activity, re-evaluate their strategies and plan new ones.

Indicators can usually be visualised at a glance on dashboards (Lamptey and Fayek, 2012). However, we observe that dashboards are often underused by learners when carrying out project activities. One reason is that most of the dashboards offer predefined indicators and learners may not know how to use them in a proactive approach (Littlejohn, Margaryan and Milligan, 2009). One way to engage learners in metacognition processes supported by dashboards is to involve them in the construction of their own indicators. In this way, they are led to reflect on their project both when building their indicators and when visualising them.

Another limitation of existing dashboards is that they usually focus on a particular type of information, like learners’ participation (Janssen, Erkens and Kirschner, 2011), behaviours (Kimmerle and Cress, 2008) or knowledge (Sangin et al., 2011). However, supporting SRL implies considering all the following dimensions: cognitive, motivational and behavioural (Pintrich, 2004). This limitation can be explained by the fact that most of the systems are based on the interaction traces with the learning environment and so acquire only information on the users’ activities with the system. New ways have to be explored to also integrate information on users’ thoughts and feelings during PBL.

Our approach is based on the assumption that providing learners with a personalised dashboard that present information on the cognitive, emotional and behavioural dimensions of SRL will help them to manage their projects. In this paper, we propose a general architecture of project-based learning management system (PBLMS) that allows learners to build their own indicators, by defining the information, the calculation and the visualisation. The architecture combines two types of traces: activity traces that correspond to users’ actions recorded directly by the system during the learning activities; and reporting traces that are reported by the learners themselves to explain how they (or their peers’) have carried out their activities out of the learning environment. The reporting traces are integrated with the interaction traces to produce rich indicators on
learners’ progress, thoughts and feelings. We also present an implementation of this architecture with the DDART system that offers a user-friendly interface for learners to create personalised indicators. We report the results of a study we conducted to evaluate the usability of this system.

In the following sections, we first study the types of traces used to produce indicators and existing dashboards proposed in the literature. We then detail the architecture of PBLMS and its implementation with the DDART platform. We finally evaluate the possibilities offered by the features of DDART for the creation of some existing indicators and discuss the limitations of this system. We conclude with the perspectives offered by this research and describe our future work.

2 State of the art

In this section, we first study the types of traces used in technology-enhanced learning (TEL) applications to produce indicators. We then analyse the dashboards proposed to students to monitor and reflect on their learning processes.

2.1 Traces and indicators in TEL

Most of the tools that produce indicators use the users’ activity traces on the learning environment and are designed for tutors. For instance, ESSAIM (Després and Leroux, 2002) presents information on the learners’ activity progresses from a global view. FORMID (Gueraud and Cagnat, 2004) has been developed to help tutors to monitor learners’ synchronous individual and group project activities. Some tools offer indicators to support learners’ monitoring and reflection processes. For instance, CourseVis (Mazza and Dimitrova, 2007) uses activity traces produced by WebCT in order to compute graphical indicators about the learning behaviours, social characteristics and cognitive evolutions of distance students. TrAVis (May, George and Prévôt, 2011) is a reflective tool giving information to learners on the way they carry out discussions or other collaborative activities. All these systems offer indicators based on interaction logs collected automatically by the learning system. Because learners cannot access to the trace collection process, they have no possibility to complete the traces by other information (such as their goals, thoughts, emotions and judgements). Furthermore, learners also use other computer software (Skype, YouTube, Firefox, MS office) and carry out outdoor activities (visit factories, face-to-face discuss, collect temples for testing). Unfortunately, these data are not collected and analysed by the systems.

Blogging and electronic portfolios provide learners with a place to record manually the information related to their learning and support them to adjust their learning processes through reflection. For instance, EnquiryBlogger (Ferguson, Buckingham Shum and Deakin Crick, 2011), a WordPress plugin, generates three indicators providing visual feedback to learners on their progress and affective state based on their categorisation of the blog contents. Other researchers (Glaser-Zikuda et al., 2011) indicated that the use of electronic portfolio helps learners to set goals and plan, monitor and reflect on their learning, and assess their performances in comparison with the goals. However, it is difficult for learners to focus on subjects related to the learning activities as they can write anything they want freely. Moreover, there is no guide helping them to organise the content to be more effective to support reflection and learning processes.
Finally, most blogs and e-portfolios are non-structured texts and the contents are hard to be analysed automatically by the e-learning systems. Only the Pco-Vision system dedicated to PBL (Michel, Lavoué and Pietrac, 2012) provides learners with a structured self-report tool, but learners can only answer to predefined sentences and cannot write their own sentences.

Some systems are based on hybrid traces (activity and reporting traces) to produce indicators. For instance, The Learning Kit Project (Winne, Hadwin and Gress, 2010) is a collaborative learning platform that proposes different communication and collaborative writing tools (gStudy, the Coach, gChat and the LogAnalyzer) to support distance learning. Activity traces (analysed by LogAnalyzer) and reporting traces (written in gChat) are used to support self-regulation in learning. However, the system does not analyse the contents of the chats. Furthermore, activity traces and reporting traces are not really integrated together. The ‘MIRROR Integrated User Profile’ application (MUP App) (Fessl, Wesiak and Luzhnic, 2014) is developed to integrate, synthesise, analyse and visualise traces captured by several different applications in order to arouse and support higher level reflection possibilities in particular with two applications: KnowSelf and MoodMap. The authors found that combining data collected from different applications, analysing and visualising them together can further promote reflective learning and enhance awareness of the work life (Fessl, Wesiak and Luzhnic, 2014). Nevertheless, the activity traces and reporting traces are not integrated together and some information are ignored, like the judgements and activities conducted outside the environment.

Considering the researches presented in this section, we observe that there is no system that manages the integration of both reporting and activity traces by considering all the types of information (cognitive, affective, behavioural, contextual) that can be reported by the learners during PBL activities. Indicators are based either on activity traces or reporting traces (in blogs and ePortfolio) and focus on a specific kind of information on the project. The MIRROR Integrated User Profile is the initiative more close to our approach but the traces come from separate applications and are not integrated to produce indicators. We propose in Section 3 an approach to integrate the two types of traces in order to generate rich indicators.

2.2 Personalised dashboards for students

A dashboard used in PBL should present information about the project goals and activities at a glance, on the shape of indicators that allow easy navigations to more complete information on analysis views (Michel and Lavoué, 2011). Most of the dashboards proposed in the literature are composed of predefined indicators that cannot be modified by the learners. For instance, Study desk (Narciss, Proske and Koerndle, 2007) presents the percentage of correctly solved tasks, partly correctly solved tasks, incorrectly solved tasks and further tasks in a bar chart, and give an evaluation of the overall performance. From these indicators, learners can monitor the progress of their tasks. Mastery Grids (Loboda et al., 2014) is a learning platform that helps learners to be aware of their way of learning and where to allocate their efforts next. The activity traces are presented into predefined grids and learners can know their own progresses, the group progresses and the differences on a specific activity.

Some dashboards offer possibilities to users to define personalised indicators. We identify three levels of personalisation: the low level supports users in setting some
simple parameters to filter the results of the indicator, the medium level allows users to define the calculation functions and to change the visualisations of the indicator, the high level enables learners to manipulate the traces used in the indicator (add some information into traces and select traces to be calculated). The upper levels contain the lower levels. LARAe (Charleer et al., 2014) is an example of dashboard that offers a low level of personalisation. It provides the overview, the context and the content of learners’ posting, commenting, twittering and re-tweeting activities. Users can personalise the indicators by filtering the information according to the user and to the module. Govaerts et al. (2012) proposed the SAM application that presents visualisations of learners’ actions from the data tracked in the learning environments. Learners are also provided with some filters on the information to present on the visualisations.

Only a few dashboards offer a medium level of personalisation. The academic analytics tool (AAT) (Graf et al., 2011) allows tutors and researchers to analyse learners’ behaviour data. It explores the activity traces recorded by the system. The AAT allows users to extract specific information from the activity traces they are interested in and to select the analysis methods they want to perform through a SQL query GUI. Tutors can not only apply a set of predefined analysis methods (count, sum up) but also create custom ones. However, the only visualisation mode of the results is table, and specific computer skills are needed to write SQL queries. The GINDIC (Gendron, 2010) system can also allow researchers to create and manage personalised indicators. They need to define the indicators and to implement the calculation on the traces in order to get the indicator results. Users can assign different visualisation modes to a particular indicator, but it requires them to have a computer background because many parameters need to be set (for example, selecting rules, editing calculation operators, assigning the rights).

In conclusion, the higher the personalisation level is, the higher the computer background requirement is. Furthermore, there is no dynamic dashboard proposed to learners with high-level personalisation functions that allow them to choose the traces, the calculation mode and the visualisation associated to their indicators. In the following section, we present the general architecture of a system that allows users to create indicators based on reporting and activity traces and the implementation of this process into a platform called DDART.

3 General architecture of a project-based learning management system

We propose a general architecture of a PBLMS that can improve learners’ self-regulation skills during PBL. We define a PBLMS as “a computer system that provides participants with some management tools to support and monitor the learning activities in order to solve a complex issue, problem or challenge”. This system supports learners in the creation of personalised indicators related to their activities by collecting both activity and reporting traces. Learners can build their own dashboards by using these traces. Figure 1 presents the global architecture of a PBLMS. Considering that existing LMS still provides a variety of collaborative tools (e.g. communication, knowledge sharing, document downloading/uploading) to support a range of activities, we decided to take advantage of these tools in PBLMS. Four modules support the data treatment process: the collection of activity and reporting traces, the integration of traces, the calculation of indicators and the visualisation of indicators.
3.1 Trace collection

At the first step of the PBLMS process, two types of traces are collected: activity traces and reporting traces. The activity traces correspond to the interactions of the learners with the PBLMS, including the interactions among learners supported by the PBLMS. They are automatically captured and stored in a relational database. The reporting traces come from a reporting tool we have developed (Ji et al., 2013).

Projects require learners to carry out different types of activities, some of them outside the learning environment. The objectives of the reporting tool are:

1. to help learners to reflect on their project activities and learning
2. to collect information on the activities which cannot be traced automatically by the system, such as the project plans, the project activities carried out without PBLMS, the peer-judgements, learners’ states of minds and so on.

It supplies three functions: write a new report, manage one’s own reports and read the other members’ reports.

There are two kinds of reports: goal reports and activity reports. Goal reports are used to plan the activities and to support the forethought phase of SRL. Most of the goal reports are written at the beginning of the project, but they can be modified during the project if needed. Learners can produce activity reports regularly along the project. Activity reports are used to store reporting traces on the tasks carried out, the judgements about the work progress, the acquisition of knowledge and skills, and also the state of mind.

We propose that the learners are guided in the writing of the reports by the way of semi-structured sentence models. Examples of these models are: ‘The project goal is to do what from when to when’, ‘My skill/knowledge should reach the level of very good/good/neutral/not very good/not at all good’, ‘I did what with whom when where’.
The writing of these reports supports learners’ self-reflection on all the dimensions of SRL (cognition, motivational and behavioural). The two types of reports allow the comparison between the goals set by the learners and the information reported by the learners during the project.

3.2 Trace integration

The trace integration consists in integrating activity traces and reporting traces together based on a uniform integrated trace model. The traces are stored in the form of Integrated Traces (IT) according to the following model:

\[ \text{IT} = \{ \text{Id, A, L, Ca, Co, To, P, RO, BT, ET, C} \} \]

With:

- \text{Id}: the trace id.
- \text{A}: the activity carried out by learners during the project, the subject of the plan or judgement, e.g. viewing forum, organising a brainstorm or the skill assessed by the learner.
- \text{L}: the learner who carried out the activity. It can be any member of the project group.
- \text{Ca}: the category of the activity: planning, project tasks and judgement.
- \text{Co}: the content of the activity. It includes the detailed contents produced during the activity, e.g. the content of forum posts or chat messages sent by a learner, the value of a judgement, the topic of a meeting, the steps of a plan.
- \text{To}: the tools used by learners to accomplish the activity, e.g. wiki, chat, forum, Dropbox, Firefox, NetBeans.
- \text{P}: the place where learners accomplished the activity, e.g. home, university or a virtual place.
- \text{RO}: the related object of the activity.
- \text{BT} and \text{ET}: the begin time and the end time of the activity.
- \text{C}: the comments on the traces.

For example, when the user Tom looks at the forum post on Moodle to know the project task he has to carry out the 1st April at 8am, the integrated trace produced is \( \text{IT} = \{ T210, \text{View forum post, Tom, Project task, -}, \text{Forum, Moodle, T132, 01-04-2015 08:00, 01-04-2015 08:10, -} \). When Tom declares on the reporting tool that he has read, at home with Mary, a pdf academic paper about how to do a project requirements analysis the 1st April from 9 am to 9:30 am, the integrated trace produced is \( \text{IT} = \{ T211, \text{Read an academic paper, Tom, Project task, How to do project requirements analysis, Adobe reader, Home, Mary, 01-04-2015 09:00, 01-04-2015 09:30, I read an academic paper about how to do project requirements analysis with Mary} \}. \) When Tom declares on the reporting tool that he has a low opinion about the investment of Julien in the project after looking at the document he puts on the dropbox, the integrated trace is \( \text{IT} = \{ T213, \text{Julien, Tom,} \).
This IT model has been defined according to two requirements:

1. to support the collection and integration of both activity and reporting traces
2. to support the acquisition and production of knowledge on all dimensions of SRL.

All the attributes of the proposed IT model are adapted to both the activity and reporting traces, except C that is only dedicated to reporting traces (bringing contextual information on the trace). In the examples, IT1 is an activity trace, whereas IT2 and IT3 are reporting traces. The attributes also are generic enough to be used to manage all types of data linked to the SRL process. In the examples, IT1 and IT2 concern the behavioural dimension, whereas IT3 is about the cognitive dimension.

### 3.3 Indicator calculation

The calculation process of the indicators can be divided into four steps (Figure 2): IT selection, data-type selection, operator selection and calculation.

**Figure 2** Indicator calculation process of PBLMS (see online version for colours)

- The IT selection corresponds to the choice of the entities the learner wants to visualise in the indicator. An entity is a value given to an attribute of the IT model presented in the previous part: \( A^* (A, Ca, RO), L, To, P \) and Ti (time interval between BT and ET). Crossing (with a Cartesian product) and filtering consist in keeping only the interesting IT with specific values (e.g. only two members of the group, or a specific place where an activity has been carried out).

- The data-type selection consists in choosing the type of data used for the calculation from the IT set. Five types of data are proposed: frequency, time interval, time span, content and description. The content and the description refer, respectively, to the attributes Co and C from the IT model. The frequency, the time interval and the time spent are calculated with the values of the selected IT set.
• The calculation operators are mathematical formulas. They can involve simple
operators (addition, subtraction, multiplication and division) or complex ones,
designed by the users themselves.
• The calculation step produces the result by applying the operators on the values of
the selected set of data.

For example, in order to build a meaningful indicator for Pascal showing the frequencies
and the context of use of the chat and the NetBean tools from date D1 to date D2, the IT
selection has to be ‘Time’ for Entity 1 with a filter ‘from D1 to D2’ and ‘tools’ for Entity
2 with a filter ‘chat, and NetBean’. A last entity has to be chosen to select only the data
linked to Pascal’s activities: Entity 3 corresponds to ‘Learner’ with a filter ‘Pascal’. The
two entities crossed are Entities 1 and 2. The data types of the crossing results are
‘Frequency’ and ‘Description’. In order to have also an estimation of the average
frequency of each tool, a complex operator ‘AVG’ must be designed to calculate the
average frequency by tool. The results will be the frequency of use of each tool for each
date existing in the integrated trace (IT) selected, the average use for each tool during the
whole period from D1 to D2 and the comment associated with each IT selected.

3.4 Indicator visualisation

The indicator visualisation module presents the results of the indicator calculation step
into visually understandable diagrams and charts. It aims at synthesising complex
information and so reducing the learners’ cognitive load. The process is divided into three
steps: the selection of the visualisation, the adjustment of the data format and the
indicator presentation.

The selection of the visualisation is performed by the users. Providing learners with
several possible visualisations allow them choosing the most relevant according to their
preferences. Learners can also observe the indicator results from different dimensions.
For example, line charts enable to observe the trends based on the time sequences, pie
charts allow comparing the proportions of different elements and scatter charts help to
discover the different clusters.

The adjustment of the data format is done by the system automatically according to
the data value selection: table, line, pie, histogram diagrams are adapted for frequency
and time interval data, Gantt diagram for time span data and table or text for content or
description data. Considering that each visualisation mode has different data format
requirements, it is necessary to preprocess the calculation results according to these
requirements. If the selected visualisation is not suitable for the calculation results (for
example, the calculation results are time spans of several project activities, but the
selected visualisation mode is a bar chart and not timeline chart), a message is sent to the
user to inform that the system fails in adjusting the data format. After the calculation
results are preprocessed, they are sent to the corresponding visualisation algorithms and
the indicator results are presented into the chosen diagrams.
3.5 Discussion on PBLMS to support SRL

Zimmerman’s (2002) model defines three cyclical steps of SRL: forethought, performance and self-reflection. The forethought phase consists in analysing the task, setting goals and establishing strategies to attain them. The performance phase occurs during the task and refers to the monitoring and the control of the task. The self-reflection phase occurs after the task and consists in judging the task and reacting according to this judgement (positively and negatively). The PBLMS architecture was designed to support these three steps of the SRL processes during PBL activities.

The use of the reporting tool mainly supports the forethought and self-reflection phases. Building the goal report encourages learners to set goals (Michel, Lavoué and Pietrac, 2012). Building the activity reports favours the reflection on the way they carried out the tasks, their state of mind or mood and other information on the task. We can also notice that the goal and activity reports can concern the individual learner, the group or the project. This implies that the regulation processes can occur at several levels identified in (Järvela and Hadwin, 2013; Lajoie and Lu, 2011): individual, dyadic and group. For instance, when students build a goal and activity report for the group, they can compare their own goals and progress to those of the others.

The calculation of the indicators also supports the forethought and self-reflection phases. By designing the indicators, learners reflect on their goals and the way they can verify they have achieved them. By manipulating the activity and reporting traces when designing the indicators, learners are led to reflect on them. Moreover, allowing learners to build their own indicators (including the choice of the visualisation) engages them not only in the PBL activity but also in the monitoring of this activity.

Finally, the visualisation of the built indicators supports the performance phase. In fact, learners can use the indicators to monitor the project and to judge their progress according to the planned goals. They can also be aware of the judgements and tasks reported by the other members of the group. For example, learners can build an indicator on the knowledge level acquired by a learner or the group as a whole. This kind of indicator should present the current levels of the knowledge and skills that learners have acquired (according to the activity reports), in comparison with the targeted levels defined in the goal reports. For instance, it can be done in the PBLMS by

1. crossing Ca(planning), Ca(judgement), A(developing in PHP) and A(manage a project) with Ti (time period)
2. filtering on L(learner name)
3. choosing data value (content, description)
4. selecting visualisation (bar, table).

The collection and representation of subjective (reporting traces) and objective traces allow learners being aware of the differences between their own judgement, and the traces automatically collected by the system. Moreover, the visualisation of comments (C) and produced contents (Co) facilitates the interpretation of indicators and decision-making. This kind of indicator participates in the self-monitoring and self-judgement processes.
Another added value of the PBLMS is to be generic and very open. Indeed, the IT model includes the five key focus of observation: what (A, Ca, Ro), who (L), how (To), where (P), when (Ti). It allows taking into account various aspects of a person, a project and a group management. Various indicators can be built, like the time spent on tasks per students, the quality of the work or the learner’s mood. These indicators can concern the individual and/or the group, in the three dimensions of SRL (cognitive, motivational and behavioural). By using the PBLMS, learners can so develop the self-regulated skills required in PBL.

4 DDART: a customisable dashboard to create personalised indicators

We developed an implementation of PBLMS based on the proposed general architecture, which integrates the learning system Moodle. Moodle is one of the most popular open-source e-learning platforms and offers a wide variety of tools to support the teaching and learning processes. The implementation is composed of Moodle and DDART (Dynamic Dashboard based on Activity and Reporting Traces). DDART includes a reporting tool and a dynamic dashboard, which are developed to support reflection and monitoring functions. The current article only focuses on the creation of personalised indicators and dynamic dashboards. The readers interested in more complete information on the reporting tool may consult the paper (Ji et al., 2013).

4.1 Interface to create personalised indicators

Figure 3 illustrates the interface of the dynamic dashboard to create a new indicator. This interface is composed of four parts:

1. The ‘parameters’ part, on the left side, contains the list of all the entity values, the data types and the calculation operators which are available for creating an indicator, so that learners can view all the parameters intuitively.
2. The ‘indicator design’ part, in the up centre, allows learners to place the parameters by dragging and dropping from the ‘parameters’ part, which supports learners to set or modify the parameters easily.
3. The ‘visualisation modes’ part, on the right side, supplies eleven presentation modes the learners could choose, which allows learners to display the results from different points of views.
4. The ‘result’ part, in the bottom centre, presents the indicator results.
When the parameters are set at once, the results can be visualised and the learners can manage indicators by saving, cancelling or modifying them.

An example of indicator creation is given in Figure 3. This indicator is built to observe the frequencies of use of the ‘Chat’ tool and the ‘NetBean’ tool used by Pascal from 13-01-2015 0:00:00 to 16-01-2015 0:00:00. We use this example to describe an overview of the entire process for building an indicator. In the ‘Indicator design’ part, the ‘X Entities’ pane and ‘Y Entities’ pane are used to drop the entity values selected from the ‘Entity’ block. The values placed in these two panes are crossed together. In this example, the ‘Time scale & time period (day)’ entity value is listed in the ‘X Entities’ pane and the ‘Tool (Chat)’ and ‘Tool (NetBean)’ entity values are dropped in the ‘Y Entities’ pane. The time period is set in the ‘Entity’ block (highlighted with the left top frame in Figure 3).

The filter message box helps learners to filter the traces, if they want to narrow the data further. In Figure 3, the indicator is related to the information of the learner ‘Pascal’. Hence, a filter is necessary to exclude the traces that are not related to Pascal from the database by unchecking other members’ names (highlighted with the right bottom frame in Figure 3).

Learners can drag a data type from ‘Data type’ block and drop it in the ‘Data type’ pane to calculate the indicator values. In Figure 3, the indicator is created to calculate the usage frequency of each tool used by Pascal every day, so the data type of ‘Frequency’ can be dragged and dropped in the ‘Data type’ pane. If learners want to calculate the time spent on each tool every day, they can drag the data type of ‘Time interval’; if they want to calculate the usage time span on each tool every day, they can drag the data type of ‘Time Span’ and if they want to know the interaction contents of each tool every day (chat content, wiki content …), they can drag the data type of ‘Content’. In this example,
the data type of ‘Description’ is also selected. When the mouse is over the results, explanations on indicator results are provided (highlighted with the middle bottom frame in Figure 3).

The ‘Calculations’ pane is used to place the mathematics formulas edited by learners in the ‘Calculation’ block. In the above example, in order to calculate the average frequency of each tool, learners need to edit a formula (AVG = average row) in the ‘Calculation’ block and to drag it to the ‘Calculations’ pane (highlighted with the left bottom frame in Figure 3). The average values can be calculated and presented (highlighted with top right frame in Figure 3).

Learners can select one or several modes to visualise the indicator results from different points of views. They can drag any appropriate visualisation modes and drop them in the ‘Visualisations’ pane. DDART supplies eleven visualisation modes: Table, Gauge chart, Pie chart, Bar chart, Gantt chart, Combo chart, Line chart, Area chart, Scatter plot, Tree map chart and Network chart. We import the Google Visualisation API to generate the first ten visualisation modes and import Springy, which is a force-directed graph layout algorithm, to produce the network chart. In the example shown in Figure 3, the visualisations of line chart and table are selected. Hence the indicator is presented in these two forms.

4.2 Illustration of indicator creation

In order to test the ability of DDART to produce the most common indicators, we create the main indicators proposed in existing TEL works. We use simulated data to create these indicators. We suppose there is a small group involved in a project. The aim of the project is to develop a small website. This group is composed of five members: Sophie, Julien, Pascal, Benoit and François. The project begins from 11th Jan, 2015 to 16th Jan, 2015. The group members have already done some project tasks (e.g. communicating, sharing information, discussing) in the Moodle environment and reported their activities outside of Moodle and also their reflections and assessments. Next, we use all the traces produced in these 6 days as the data source to recreate the existing indicators with the help of DDART. As an example, we describe below how we produce two specific indicators.

The literature often refers to indicators reflecting social relationships between users. For instance, Reffay and Chanier (2003) proposed a forum indicator represented as a directed and valued graph Gf(A,M,P). A is the set of agents, M is a matrix A×A in which the value of each couple (a,b) in A×A represents their interaction frequency. Thus, a network presents the interaction between learners. Figure 4 is the interface of DDART to create this particular indicator. Hence, the values of the ‘Learner’ entity are ‘Learner (Francois)’, ‘Learner (Sophie)’, ‘Learner (Julien)’ and ‘Learner (Pascal)’ which are listed in the ‘X Entities’ pane and ‘Y Entities’ pane. The visualisation modes are ‘Social network’ and ‘Table’. We have to set a filter in order to focus on the interactions of viewing and writing forum posts. The ‘Frequency’ data type can calculate the interaction frequencies between two learners. The indicator results are presented in the ‘Result’ part (Figure 4). From this indicator, we can know that Francois, Julien and Pascal connected frequently while nobody contacted Sophie.
Another indicator creation could illustrate a knowledge level of a learner or a group. For instance, Michel, Lavoué and Pietrac (2012) proposed an indicator that can present the current levels of the knowledge that learners have acquired, in comparison with their target levels defined in the project plans. Figure 5 presents the interface to create this ‘knowledge development’ indicator with DDART. In the reporting tool, learners can set their knowledge target levels. During the project, they can assess and record their knowledge levels in the activity reports at any time. The reporting tool provides a five-point Likert scales (from ‘very good’ to ‘not at all good’, corresponding to the numbers from 2 to −2) to help learners to assess themselves. We suppose this indicator focuses on two knowledge of Benoit: MySQL and documentation. In the ‘Indicator design’ part, the ‘Time Scale & Time Period (Day)’ entity value is dropped in the ‘X Entities’ pane so that the knowledge development can be presented according to the date. The time period is set from 12-01-2015 to 15-01-2015 in the ‘Entity’ block. The visualisation modes are ‘Bar’ chart and ‘Table’. The ‘Description’ data type brings more detailed information about the indicator results. From this indicator, we can know that Benoit has acquired a ‘good’ level (=1) compared with his original level (‘not very good’ = −1) in MySQL and he sets the target level of MySQL is ‘very good’ (=2). The level of documentation skill is achieved ‘neutral’ (=0) from the ‘not very good’ level (=−1) and his target level of documentation is ‘good’ (=1). So he needs to progress in MySQL and documentation.
4.3 Customised dashboard

The objective of the dynamic dashboard is to help learners to create and manage customisable indicators. It allows learners to explore the activity and reporting traces and to choose the useful visualisation(s).

All the indicators that have been created by learners are presented in their own dashboards. For instance, in Figure 6, the dashboard is composed of three indicators. Each one is composed of three parts: the indicator name, the indicator description and the graphical part. The learners can manage the indicators by zooming, updating or deleting information. They can observe these indicators separately or on the same screen in order to compare them. This feature could be useful to discover problems in their projects or learning, such as spending little time in the project, working alone in the group, progressing too slowly in the project schedule and so on.

Figure 6  Dashboard interface (see online version for colours)
The three indicators presented in the dashboard in Figure 6 focused on different aspects. The first indicator ‘The judgements from others’ presents the results of the peer-evaluation gained from the other group members as well as the average evaluation. The range of the evaluation is from $-2$ (not at all good) to $+2$ (very good). Hence, we can find the average evaluation ($=0.25$) is neutral. With the second indicator ‘Project work time’, we can find the learner spent the most time ($=10.09$ h) on the project at 12th Jan 2015 and the average working time is 4.3 h from 11th Jan 2015 to 16th Jan 2015. The third indicator ‘Social network of our group’ presents the interaction frequencies between three group members: Sophie, Francois and Julien. We can observe that Julien contacts Francois frequently while Sophie seldom contacts her teammates.

The indicators can depict some important information from the traces, which would be difficult for learners to discover by themselves without a visual representation. Finally, from the dashboard screen, learners can create a new indicator by clicking on the button ‘Create a new indicator’. They are redirected to the interface dedicated to the indicator creation or modification (Figure 3).

4.4 Discussion

The DDART tool has been designed to meet the users’ need to create their own indicators and aggregate them into dashboards in order to have a global and personalised vision on an educational project. We have seen in previous sections, through examples, that this tool can actually be used to create rich indicators and manage them. Technical validation is done; the system provides relevant features to create a variety of indicators and customised dashboards. The tool has been designed to require no particular skill in computer science or data analysis, it is not necessarily easy for a student to master it. But usability issues have to be studied for this kind of system in order to test if our design choices are right. Indeed, many studies relate user problems linked with lack of information feedback and difficulty with indicator exploitation due to bad design of the interfaces and interaction. This test must be done before proposing DDART to students in real PBL contexts and measure its real utility and efficiency to support SRL purpose. We present in the next section an evaluation focusing on usability issues.

5 Usability evaluation

5.1 Participants, material, procedure of the experiment

We have conducted an experiment with 12 learners in order to test the usability of DDART. The experiment was semi-controlled and the participants had to follow a scenario to complete different tasks with DDART. By analysing the experiment traces and the feedbacks of the survey, we concluded with some advantages and disadvantages of DDART.

The participants (five women and seven men), ranging in age from 21 to 28 years old, voluntarily participated in this experiment. All the participants are used to work with others in PBL activities and they have already used collaborative and distance working tools and dashboards, including Moodle. They never used DDART before.
All of them were assigned to the same experimental scenario. We have simulated the traces left in the PBLMS by a group of learners as if they carried out a project for a week, for example: messages posted in the chat, documents written in the wiki, messages read in the forum, activities recorded in the reporting tool and indicators created in the dashboard. We explained to each participant that they took the role of Benoit and belonged to this PBL group.

The participants were required to use a computer installed with a browser to access to the internet. All the participants were supplied with an online scenario that guided the experiment. Indeed, during the experiment, they had to answer various questions about predefined indicators presented into the dashboard in order to test their readability. They then had to build two specific indicators in order to test the easiness of use and learnability of the indicator design interface. After the experiment, they had to answer an online survey composed of the ‘SUS’ (System Usability Scale) questionnaire (Brooke, 1996) and of several open questions to test the general usability of DDART. The participants’ activity traces were also recorded.

We distinguished two groups of participants, according to the condition of the experiment:

- The distance group \((n = 7)\): they did the experiment at distance, without any help during the scenario.
- The presence group \((n = 5)\): they did the experiment in the presence of a person to help them immediately when they were in trouble with the system.

The feedbacks from the questionnaires and the participants’ traces are analysed and discussed in the following parts.

5.2 General usability

We calculated the average scores of the SUS questionnaire for the two groups. The score for the remote group is 53.93 and for the group at the presence is 54.50. The average score is 54.17. We observed that the SUS scores of the two groups are almost the same. According to Bangor, Kortum and Miller (2008), the SUS score of DDART is in the range of ‘marginal’ (that means between ‘ok’ and ‘good’) and highlights some problems in the uses. The analyses of readability, ease of use and learnability give more details about the reasons of this score.

5.3 Readability

The readability is measured according to the number of right answers given by the participants on questions related to the group behaviour like “who is the most active in the group, how long is your weekly average work time”. The group behaviour is represented into predefined indicators proposed in the dashboard at the beginning of the experiment. We calculated the average accuracy of the answers in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Distant group</th>
<th>Present group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average accuracy of the answers on the predefined indicators</td>
<td>90.11%</td>
<td>90.77%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
From the above table, the average accuracies of the two groups are almost the same, which are up to 90%. For the present group, the assistant has never been called for help. Namely, most of the participants were able extract the right information from the indicators and the indicators were understood by most of the participants.

5.4 Ease of use and learnability

In order to evaluate the ease of use and the learnability of the dashboard, we analysed the experimental traces related to the creation of two customisable indicators and obtained the results presented in Table 2. For the two indicators the users had to create (named respectively I1 and I2), we mainly focus on 4 indexes:

1. Success Ratio of creating an Indicator (SRI): represents the ratio C/N where C is the number of participants that can create the specified indicator successfully and N is the group size.
2. Average Time of creating an Indicator (ATI): is the mean time spent to create an indicator.
3. Efficiency (E): is a ratio of the success rate to the average time (Albert and Tullis, 2013). Basically, it expresses the task success per unit of time. In our case, we use minute as the unit of time. The higher the value is, the more efficient the system is.
4. Average Invalid operations ratio of creating an Indicator (AII): is the mean of invalid operations to create an indicator. The valid operations are selecting the correct indicator parameters and deleting the wrong parameters.

Table 2 Ease of use and the learnability of the dashboard

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Distant group</th>
<th>Present group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I1 SRI</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATI</td>
<td>12'31&quot;</td>
<td>7'39&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>4.56</td>
<td>13.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AII</td>
<td>70.7%</td>
<td>83.71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All ‘X/Y entities’</td>
<td>27.9%</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All ‘Data type’</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>13.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All ‘Visualisations’</td>
<td>11.9%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I2 SRI</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATI</td>
<td>6'55&quot;</td>
<td>5'04&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>11.99</td>
<td>19.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AII</td>
<td>74.27%</td>
<td>89.28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All ‘X/Y entities’</td>
<td>27.7%</td>
<td>11.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All ‘Data type’</td>
<td>5.56%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All ‘Visualisations’</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.4.1 Ease of use

By observing the indexes of success ratio, average time and efficiency of the distance group presented in Table 2, we observe that these three indexes are not positive. Comparing the two groups, the presence group spent less time on the indicator creation...
The success ratio of indicator creation and the efficiency value of the presence group (respectively, 100% and 13.07) are higher than the distance group (respectively, 57% and 4.56). More precisely, we can observe that, in both groups, the invalid operations are highly related to the choice of the ‘X/Y entities’. For I1, all ‘X/Y entities’ is at 16 and 11.1% in the presence group and 27.9 and 27.7% in the distance group.

One explanation is that the specification of the filter is coupled with the choice of the ‘X/Y entities’. Indeed, many assistance interventions for the presence group were due to trouble in the manipulation of the filtering function. This function is hidden in the interface (visible when the user click on a + button) and so not easily identified by the users when they had to build I1 and I2. Another explanation is that the participants did not carry out the project in ecological conditions. All the experiment data are simulated and were integrated in the system before the experiment. It is difficult for users to understand the significance of entities, how to manipulate them and the data linked to them. We can suppose that if the users had produced the data, it would be more intuitive for them to understand their significance. The last explanation is that the indicator design requires being able to choose the appropriate indicator, to formalise it and then to select the right representation. We believe that users did not have all these skills.

Moreover, with a technical assistance, results are really better and 100% of the users of the presence group succeeded in creating the indicators. So we can conclude that the principle of the indicators design is not intuitive, but novice participants succeed in creating indicators, if they have some technical assistance.

5.4.2 Learnability

The learnability assesses how much time or effort is required to achieve a maximum efficiency (Albert and Tullis, 2013). Considering the two groups, we observe that the four indexes of the second indicator are much better than the first indicator. The success ratio increases, the average time is shortened, the valid operation ratio is improved and the efficiency is also advanced.

Regarding the number of invalid operations done to create I1 and I2, we can observe a decrease for the operation linked with data value selection (from 35 to 5.6% for the distance group and 13.3 to 0% for the presence group) and visualisation (from 11.9 to 0% for distance group and 10 to 0% for the presence group). We can conclude that the visualisation interactions are easily learnable and that data value selection interactions are easy to understand with practice. But the operations required for the selection of the IT set, the selection of X/Y entities and the filters are not well understood for the design of I1 and I2, both for the distance group (with scores of 27.9 and 27.7%) and presence group (with 16 and 11.1%) in which users have technological assistance. The interactions proposed for these functions are not intuitive and not easy to understand.

So we can conclude that the interactions proposed for the entities choice and the filtering functions have to be redesigned. The other interactions like data value selection and visualisation seems easy to learn. We have to conduct other experimentations on a longer period to confirm this tendency.
6 Conclusion and future works

In this research, we mainly develop an architecture of PBLMS used to help learners to gain in self-regulation skills required in PBL. A PBLMS is composed of four modules: trace collection, trace integration, indicator calculation and indicator visualisation. In the trace collection module, we propose to help learners to reflect on their project and learning processes by recording their activities, assessments and judgements manually (self-report). The trace integration module is based on a uniform integrated trace model to integrate the activity traces and the reporting traces. It gives learners the possibility to explore the two types of traces as a uniform set and so to create personalised indicators. The two other modules enable learners to set different indicator parameters and visualisations. This whole process supports the three processes of SRL (forethought, performance and self-reflection) and the creation of indicators in all dimensions (cognitive, motivational and behavioural).

However, there are some limitations of the proposed PBLMS. First, a PBLMS depends on the associated LMS and cannot be integrated to other LMS easily. For example, a PBLMS needs to have access to some data from the LMS database. An issue to be considered is the adoption of a modular and generic approach for the design of the PBLMS so as to be able to integrate it to various LMS. Second, the semi-structured sentences are predefined and tutors or learners cannot add, modify or delete sentence models. However users of a PBLMS can conduct different projects, with different goals and contents. So the semi-structured sentences are not suitable to all projects. Another issue is to give the possibility to tutors and/or learners to manage the sentence models for their own project.

Based on the general architecture of PBLMS, we have developed a system named DDART. We observed that DDART is useful in the context of projects, because it supplies learners with functions to add information, thoughts and reflections on the project into the system and to monitor their projects by creating personalised indicators. The reporting tool supports learners’ reflection and enables them to input information to create rich personalised indicators in their customisable dashboard. They can so monitor their projects by their own way and be engaged in the monitoring process. A comparative evaluation of the technical possibilities of DDART shows that many rich indicators used in TEL are reproducible. The usability evaluation shows that the general design is rather good except for the filtering function, and DDART is easy to use but not completely intuitive; a technical assistance has to be given to facilitate the first uses.

However, one limitation of the evaluation is that it did not target the usefulness of our approach to support SRL processes. Such an evaluation should be conducted on a long-term period, with specific measures to observe SRL processes and the acquisition of SRL skills. We plan to carry out a long-term experiment to test the utility of DDART in a real PBL course. We will more precisely analyse the way DDART is used with mixed (quantitative and qualitative) methods combining interaction traces, observation of the indicators built by students, surveys and interviews. Based on these data, we will deduce students’ strategies (e.g. why they choose to focus and assess specific activities, how they judge them), the way they develop SRL competencies and their impact on the learning process.

Moreover, DDART was developed from the learners’ points of views and we focused on how to support learner’s SRL in PBL. However, tutors’ self-regulation skills enhancement is ignored by most existing researches. We think that this issue should be
addressed, because tutors have to monitor the PBL processes and to help learners to reach their learning goals by themselves and consciously. We plan to develop a system for tutors to improve their self-regulation skills by considering the differences between learners’ and tutors’ self-regulation processes.
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